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Passing notes
in class

Community Center sees rise in membership

According to the GSS.
By Kristen Z«nz

borrowing another

Reporter

student's notes from class
could be punishable

Treadmills hum and weights
clank as Bowling Green residents take advantage of the
facilities offered by the Bowling
Green Community Center.
The sin inillinn community
center on the corner of Haskins
and West Newton roads isfinally seeing an increase in memberships after opening more
than two years ago as a collaboration between the Ohio Army
National Guard, Wood County
Board of Mental Retardation
and Developmental Disabilities
and the city of Bowling Green.
When the center opened in
August 2005, there were roughly 600 to 700 members, community center employee Leah
Pekarik said.
"We were just happy when
we got to 1,000 members,"
she said.
Pekarik said the center sees
most of its visitors after 5
p.m. when people are getting

by suspension
| PageS

Blaze of
destruction
A fire that started
in a nightclub in Mass.
during the night spread
to 16 buildings, sending
residents fleeing

!«*••«
Questioning
the source
Supporters of al-Qaida
were asked to submit
questions for an
online interview
| Page 10

off work.
The center hopes to get
around 2,500 members, she
said.
As the center becomes
more popular and accessible
to the community, Parks and
Recreation officials hope to
have 80 percent of the $500,000
it costs to run the facility paid
back in earnings by 2010, Parks
and Recreations Director
Michelle Grigore told The BG
News following a Ian. 16, 2007,
council meeting.
In its first year, the center
made a profit of $245,000.
Only 49 percent of the cost to
run the facility was paid back
in earnings.
"We're just trying to make
money to maintain the building right now," Pekarik said
last Friday.
Still, Pekarik hopes the center
will continue to be crowd-free.
"As of now the fitness area

COMMUNITY
CENTER INFO:
HOURS:
Monday-Friday:
5:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

YEARLY PRICES:
■ Individual:
Resident: $175
Non-resident: $325

■ Family:

Resident: $325
Non-resident: $475

DAY PASS
Resident: $6
Non-resident: $8
Student resident: $3 50
Student non-resident: $4.50
10-USE PASSES
Resident: $55
Non-resident: $73
Off-Peak: $35
(Mon-Sat: 8 a.m. - 3 p m. &

CENTER

Sun: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Student resident: $30
Student non-resident: $30

Early birds hoping
for the worm

Dems

Supporters of Hillary
Clinton hope to begin
campaigning eariy for

battle

Ohio's March 4 primary

The Red Cross
needs blood,
just not yours

on CNN

Columnist Ben
Swanson urges eligble

Clinton, Obama
make repeated
accusations in
South Carolina

blood donors to give
because donations from

ALEX BRANDON | AP PHOTO

the gay community

THE OTHER SIDE: Counter-demonstrators walk to-a'-perk yesterday in Jena. La

are being denied
by the Red Cross
By Kristcn Vasas

|Pagt4

Reporter

Zipping past
the Falcons
Akron won against
men's basketball 80-44.
leaving BG in the dust

Move over chalkboards and overhead projectors. There's a new competitor in town and it's here to stay.
Educational remotes have made
their way onto campus, and they've
become a hot item among professors
and students.
"I love using the remotes in class,''
said senior (liloe 1 lollingSWOrth, who
used the remotes for die first time
during a I luman Sexuality class last
semester. "I hej were able to keep me
actively involved [during lecturesl in
a way (hat the professor alone wasn't
capable of doing."
Hie remotes, or "clickers" as they
are fondly tailed by both students
and professors, are used Ibr a variety
SepCLICKERlPage?

Could you go a day
without Facebook?

White separatists
protest in Jena, La.
By Miry Foit.r
The Associated Press

JENA, La. — About 50 white
separatists protested the
Martin Luther King )r. holiday
yesterday in this tiny town,
which was thrust into the
spotlight months ago by 20,000
demonstrators who claimed
prosecutors discriminated
against blacks.
Police separated participants in the "pro-majority" rally organized by
the Learned. Miss.-based
Nationalist Movement from a
racially mixed group of about
100 counter-demonstrators
outside the LaSalle Parish
Courthouse. There was no
violence and one arrest, a
counter-demonstrator.

Chants of "No KKK" from
the mostly college-age counterdemonstrators were met with a
chant from the separatists that
contained a racial epithet.
At one point, dozens of state
police forced back about 10
people, dressed in New Black
Panther uniforms, who had
gathered around a podium
where the separatist group's
leader. Richard Barrett, was
to speak.
One man who broke away
from that group was arrested
and booked with battery on
a police officer and resisting
arrest; authorities identified
him as William Winchester
Jr. of New Orleans and said he
was a member of the New Black
See JENA | Page 2

SINGING THE WEEKEND AWAY

JAYCHORBA
Sophomore. Psychology

"No. because it's a drug."
|Pag«4

I
TODAY
Snow/Wind
High; 28. Low: 13

TOMORROW
Snow
High: 19, Low: 10

5

PATRICK CONRAD I THE 8G NEWS

By Ntdra Plcklar
The Associated Press

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. Democratic presidential rivals
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Barack Obama accused each
other of repeatedly and deliberately distorting the truth for
political gain last night in a
highly personal, finger-wagging debate that ranged from
the war in Iraq to Bill Clinton's
role in the campaign.
Obama told the former first
lady he was helping unemployed workers on the streets
of Chicago when "you were a
corporate lawyer sitting on the
board at Wal-Mart."
Moments later, Clinton said
that she was fighting against
misguided Republican policies "when you were practicing lawand representing your
contributor ... in his slum
landlord business in inner
city Chicago."
Obama seemed particularly irritated at the former
president, whom he accused
in absentia of uttering a series
of distortions to aid his wife's
presidential effort.
"I'm here. He's not," she
snapped.
"Well, I can't tell who I'm
running against sometimes,"
Obama countered.
The two rivals, joined by
former Sen. John Edwards,
debated at close quarters
five days before the South
Carolina primary — and 15
days before the equivalent of
a nationwide primary across
20 states that will go a long
way toward settling the battle
for the party's nomination.
Clinton was the national
front-runner for months in
the race, but Obama won the
kick-off Iowa caucuses three
weeks ago, knocking her offstride. She recovered quickly,
winning the New Hampshire
primary in an upset, and on

RAISING THE ROOF: The 5th Annual Gospel Choir performs m the Union Ballroom last night The choir's mission is to promote Christian development on campus. To do this, they
■proclaim the ministry of Christ through gospel musk and otter Christian activities." The choir performed several times over the weekend.
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See DEBATE | Page 2
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THURSDAY
6:02 A.M.
A vehicle was reported entered
on Monroe Court sometime overnight. Nothing was reported stolen
except for maybe a cassette tape.
6:07 A.M.
A vehicle was reported entered on
Christopher Drive sometime overnight. Nothing was reported stolen.
722 A.M.
Prescription drugs were reported
stolen from a truck parked overnight on Aynsley Lane
7:31 AM.
A wallet and a pack of cigars were
reported stolen from a vehicle
parked on Eberly Avenue overnight
8:31 A.M.
A S387 check was reported stolen
from a vehicle parked inside a
garage on Gorrell Avenue sometime overnight.
9:14 A.M.
A vehicle on Ferndale Court
was reported entered overnight.
Nothing was reported stolen.
9:57 A.M.
A cell phone valued at $50 was
reported stolen from a vehicle on
Monroe Court overnight.
2:38 P.M.
Steven Paul Cary. 52. of Bowling
Gicen. was cited for theft for
driving away with $46.02 in gas
from Sterling gas station on North
Prospect Street.
9:33 P.M.
An older man on a motorized
scooter attempted to steal two
tires from Wal-Mart on South Main
Street. Police said he left the tires
in the parking lot once he realized
security was after him and drove
oft m n green mini van

FRIDAY
2:35 A.M.
Daniel J. Degrace. 22. of West
Chester. Ohio, was cited for criminal
mischief for striking a vehicle and
knocking off its side door mirror
2:35 A.M.
Kevin W. Burton. 27 of Perrysburg.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct for fighting.
2:37 A.M.
A fight was reported on East Court
Street.
2:QAM.
A blue bicycle was reported stolen
from outside Waffle House on East
Wooster Street

2:17 A.M.
Ryan Momyer. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for assaulting two
employees at Uptown/Downtown
Bar on North Main Street.
3:03 AM.
Randy J. Keller. 29. of Anna. Ohio,
was issued a civil citation for urinating on East Wooster Street.
10:27 P.M.
Zwannah B. Anderson. 23. of
Toledo, was arrested for using the
I.D. of another to gain entry to
Uptown/Downtown Bar on North
Main Street.

his vehicle struck an explosive, the US.
Defense Department said yesterday

military said.
"He loved his family very much, said
liked to kid around, and he was a good
person and a good soldier."
Schookraft had been assigned to the
1st Battalion. 27th Infantry Regiment. 2nd
Brigade. 25th Infantry Division. Schodeld
Barracks. Hawaii

Village places police
chief on leave amid
state investigation
OTTAWA. Ohio (AP) - A northwest
Ohio police chief has been placed on paid
administrative leave pending a criminal
investigation.
Ottawa Police Chief Forest Gordon
took office on Jan. 1.
Municipal Director John Williams says
Gordon is the subject of an investiga-

12:11 AM.
A car parked on Elm Street was
reported egged sometime overnight.

tion by the Ohio Bureau ol Criminal
Identification and Investigation

12:36 AM.

Gordon joined the police department

Brittany A. Bruder. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for using an I.D
of another at Uptown/Downtown
Bar on North Mam Street

in July as assistant police chief He previMiddle Point Gordon couldn't be reached

12:47 A.M.
Rosalinda Morendo, 19. of Holland.
Ohio, was cited for lending her
I.D. to her juvenile sister m order
for her to gain entry to Uptown/
Downtown Bar on North Main
Street
1:19 A.M.
Patricia Ann Cardenas. 41. of
Bowling Green, was cited for operating a motor vehicle while under
the influence of alcohol.

for him.
Ottawa is about 60 miles south of
Toledo

Man using propane
torch to thaw pipe sets
fire to house
LIMA. Ohio (AP) - A man using a
propane torch to thaw a frozen water pipe
inadvertently set fire to his house yesterday, authorities said.

1:45 A.M.
Neil A. Fladung. 21. of Louisville.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct for urinating on Court Street.

John Miller Sr. was working with the
propane torch in a crawl space when a
wall caught fire, filling the house with
smoke, said Shawnee Township Fire Chief

1:54 AM.

Tim Moshei.

A purse was reported stolen from
the women's bathroom at Uptown/
Downtown Bar on North Main
Street.

Miller, who managed to flee the home
before firefighters arrived, said the flame
of the propane torch had been on the
water pipe for only a few minutes

2:OOA.M.
Luke E. Kelly. 22. and Ashley L
Whitehead. 22. both of Ada. Ohio,
were cited for disorderly conduct
for urinating in Lot 6.

12:28 P.M.
Several items were reported stolen
from Kamikazes on East Wooster
Street.

"I've done it a hundred times and never
had a problem." Miller said.
Moshei said damage to the house wa>
about several thousand dollars
"You have a hard enough time and
then something like this happens." Miller
said
Lima is about 70 miles southwest of
Toledo.

JENA
From Page 1

MONDAY
1:34 A.M.
Sarah M. See. 22. of Bowling
Green, and Kurt W. Walters. 23,
of Bellevue. Ohio, were cited for
possession of drugs and drug
paraphernalia when police said a
multi-colored smoking pipe with
marijuana residue was spotted in
plain view in the driver side door.
3:29 A.M.
Andrew J. Gutierrez, 24, of Findlay.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated for being
unable to wake up after passing out
in a Taco Bell booth.

k

ONLINE: Go to bqrtewscom for the

Black Panthers. Members of the
group at the scene declined (o
comment.
Race relations in lena (population about 2,800) have
been in the news ever since six
black teenagers were arrested
in the beating of a white classmate at lena High School in
December 200fi.
About 20.000 people peacefully marched in support of the
so-called lena Six in September,
and yesterday's demonstration
was organized in opposition
to both the teenagers and the
King holiday.
Hive of the black teens
were originally charged with
attempted murder, leading
to accusations that they were
being prosecuted harshly
because of their race. Charges
have since been reduced.

Trying to find an
TOUR "Good/ "Better"
auto mechanic that i or "Bert" OIL CHANGE
you can trust?
00

5

OFF

' 'Additional tees mty apply, ki lieu or other
loiters. MOK Mis and i<ht trucks

-3P
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
SYSTEM FLUSH

At Tuffy...
We Fix Cars And
Treat You Right!

$

100

20!

OFF

, Miy tspertl wtfl MMaU »0W coofcnf Sj«*"* 'Mi
I jour radiator and fH MA cooiam Do Cool atfra
n^ I
i_in ■euqt other oflm MOM can and ughttrucfca. «• -ts.-

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
Brakt ft Exhaust /nspect/ons Are AtwMys FHEEI

r TUFFY BUCKS
i
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nc nan usmmsmm
AmrmoirANO
Bowling Green • (419) 353-2444 cnio\orr |
1087 S. Main Street

Next to Pizza Hut
Mon. - Frt. 8:00am - 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:OOpm
www.tufry.com
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Matthew Partin, an instructor who teaches a range of
biology courses, said he uses
remotes not only to take attendance, but also to survey what
the students are learning during longer lectures.
"A lot of times, I use the
remotes to assess what the
students already know and
what they are learning." he
said. "Oftentimes, I'm surprised by the results. The
remotes are great because
they give me the opportunity
to learn what the students are
taking in, and I think it would
be next to impossible to figure
that out otherwise."
Partin also uses the remotes
to conduct test reviews, get opinions on different educational
subjects and pose questions to
the students in his class.
Though far removed from
Partin's biology classes,
Hollingsworth
witnessed
similar techniques for utilizing the remotes in her Human
Sexuality class.
" |T he professorl would put the
question on the overhead and
the whole class would answer
with the remotes whether they
knewtheanswerornot,"shesaid.

CENTER
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ously served as police chief in nearby
for comment. There was no phone listing

complete blotter list

of alternative learning styles in
large classes

"Then my teacher would show a
graph of people's answers, along
with the real answer so we could
compare. It was really cool."
But while the remotes seem
to simplify classroom lectures,
some students have experienced certain complications
with the device, especially
when registering the product
with the University.
Registration can differ
between classes but generally
the student is asked to sign a
consent form agreeing to the use
of the remote during class. The
number of the remote, which is
found on the back of the device,
is filled in at the bottom of the
form and entered into a computer database. The number is
then registered to the student's
remote when he or she uses it
during lecture.
"I know |registering the
remotesi has caused problems
for some of the students in my
classroom," Partin said. "And
even afterthat, they do take some
time to get used to. but once you
figure it out, it's well worth it."
The cost of the remotes has
also become an issue among
studentstakingclassesin which
the devices are used.
According to Steve Overholt,
course materials manager
at the University Bookstore,
the most popular remote on
campus ranges from $21.35 to
$16.05. Another model costs
$45.35 new and $34.05 used.

The I-Clicker, which is the newest model seen here on campus, is priced at $35.35 new and
$26.55 used.
"Other than the I-Clicker, all
remotes sold in the bookstore
can be bought back," Overholt
said. "I'm still unsure about
the I-Clicker, but we will know
soon enough."
Partin said he tries to save
his students money by allowing
them to purchase older editions
of the books used in his classes
and hopes that one day the
University will start to monitor
costs for the clickers too.
"1 would like to see the
University create a system that
could be incorporated into the
classroom," Partin said. "They
could provide the students
with their own remote, which
could be registered in their
name rather than by a number,
although at this point, I'm not
sure how that would work."
Regardless of price and
small cases of confusion,
Hollingsworth recommends
educational remotes to all
students who haven't had the
opportunity to use one.
"They really are a lot of
fun, especially when you get
the chance to answer a question during lecture," she said.
"Besides that, they are great for
academic reasons. You can't
really /.one out during a ooring lecture if you're right there
answering questions."

Williams declined to say why Gordon is
being investigated.

1:27 P.M.
Items reported stolen from a vehicle parked on East Court Street
overnight. Stolen items valued at
$3,200

1:33 AM.
Andrew S Foster. 21. of Bowling
Green was cited for disorderly conduct for urinating on North Main
Street

WAPAKONETA. Ohio (AP)-A soldier from western Ohio died in Iraq when

School, was killed Saturday in Taji. the

12:10 AM.
Benjamin David Soto. 18. of South
Lyon, Mich., was arrested for
underage and under the influence
of alcohol and criminal trespassing
for refusing to leave the door at
Uptown/Downtown Bar on North
Main Street

1034 A.M.
Student called back and reported
his vehicle is parked outside his
apartment.

124 A.M.
Amanda Mane Repas. 20. of Stow,
Ohio, was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol for using
an I.D. of another at Uptown/
Downtown Bar on North Main.

Soldier from Ohio dies
during combat
operations in Iraq

Spc Jon Michael Schookraft III. 26.

SUNDAY

8:59 A.M.
A female in a black Pontiac stole
$40 m gas from a gas station on
North Mam Street.

SATURDAY

From Page 1

a 2001 graduate ol Wapabneta High

11:35 P.M.
Christopher A. Murray. 19. and
Darns Laroi Stokes Jr. 20. both of
Toledo, were observed urinating in
the Wood County Public Library
parking lot on North Mam Street.
Murray was arrested and Stokes
was issued a civil citation for disorderly conduct

4:34 A.M.
A cab driver reported a customer
took off without paying a $50 fare
from Toledo.

11:39 P.M.
Robert R Cramer. 41. of Bowling
Green, was cited for expired registration and operating a motor
vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol.

BRIEFS

his mother. Cynthia Ann Schookraft. "He

9:51A.M.
University student reported he
couldn't find his vehicle and told
police he thought he parked it
in Lot 1 but was intoxicated and
not sure. All metered lots were
checked and the missing vehicle
was not found.

fifc/jy
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CLEVELAND
(AP)
—
Environmentally conscious
baby boomers are driving the
growing popularity of "green"
Burials, in which dry ice or
refrigeration replaces formaldehyde, or a wood casket
replaces a concrete vault.
Green burials are "the next
big thing," after an increase
in the popularity of cremation
over the last 25 years or so, said
Rick Bissler, a funeral operator in Kent who has expressed
interest in developing space
for the burials.
"Green burials is just
responding to what people
want," he said.

In a recent AARP survey of
people 50 and older, one-fifth
of respondents said they would
be very interested or interested
in green burial techniques.
"I can't believe the figures
myself," said Joe Sehee, executive director of the 3-yearold Green Burial Council of
Santa Fe. N.M. Sehee recently
formed a green burial consulting business because of
demand from funeral directors and cemetery operators,
including a handful in Ohio.
There are fewer than 20
cemeteries in the United
States that provide space for
green burials

From Page 1
Saturday, won the popular vote
in the Nevada caucuses while
Obama won one more delegate
than she.
The Democratic electorate in
South Carolina is expected to be
roughly 50 percent black, an evident advantage for Obama in a
historic race thai matches a black
man against a woman.
Even in the superheated atmosphere of the primary, the statements and exchanges between
Clinton and Obama were unusually acrimonious. The debate
came as the two Campaigns continued to complain about dirty
politics and disenfranchisement of voters in last Saturday's
Nevada caucuses.
Obama
suggested
the
Clintons were both practicing
the kind of political tactics that
had alienated voters.
"There was a set of assertions made by Senator Clinton
as well as her husband that are
noi factually accurate," Obama
said. "I think that part of what
people are looking for right now
is someone who is going to solve
problems and not resort to the
same typical politics that we've
Seen in Washington."
Clinton countered: "I believe
your record and what you say
should matter."
Iduards, who badly trails his
two rivals, tried to stay above
the fray while pleading for
equal time.
"Are there three people in this
debate, not two?" he asked.
"We have got to understand,
this is not about us personally.
It's about what weare trying todo
for this country," Edwards said to
applause from the audience.
Hillary Clinton, who was close
with the Walton family, served
on the Wal-Mart board from
1986 to 1992. In 2006, her Senate
campaign returned S5.000 to the
company's political action committee while citing differences
with company policies.
A blind trust held by Clinton
and her husband, the former
president, included stock holdings in Wal-Mart.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements

-

Air conditioning

-

Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves

-

Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
OVER $100
iXvacfM Not redvfwtrtt tor cast)

AARP: As boomers gray, their
caskets more likely to turn green'

DEBATE

Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

20°o%
."EMMOM O*

does not have sign up sheets
for machines and we want to
keep it that way." she said.
Last year, the center
reached 1,200 members and
now they have around 1,600,
Pekarik said.
After the center opened.
Councilman Terry Dunn told
council members he was not
happy with the rural location
of the growing facility.
Still, Bowling Green resident, lery Bonard, joined the
79,000-square foot center
because it was so close to
his home.
Located at 1245 VV.
Newton Road, the community center is just minutes
from Bonard's house.
He used to go to the
University's
Student
Recreation Center, bul when
the Community Center
opened it was just a better
option, he said.
"Not only is a yearly membership at the community
center S175 cheaper but the
parking is more convenient
and there are less people,"
Bonard said.
Others are noticing the center too.
"I drive by all the time,"
Bowling Green resident Todd
leffries said. "1 finally stopped
in the other day to check it out
and will probably join in the
next few weeks."
leffries usually goes for runs
outside bin I lie cold weather is

forcing him to workout inside.
The cold weather is also
bringing retirees into the
community center. They like
to use the onc-eighth-mile
track on the second floor. It
has three lanes for running,
jogging and walking.
Families with older children
are also frequent users of the
center. Though the center
has a kids club, the hours are
limited which deters families with younger children,
Pekarik said.
Members have access to the
fitness center where there is
a mix of treadmills, recumbent bikes, ellipticals and ArtTrainers in addition to weight
machines and free weights.
There is also a gym where
members can shoot around
or play in structured basketball or volleyball leagues.
Additionally, personal trainers
are available to give members
free equipment orientations,
specialized workout programs
and health assessments.
A variety of fitness, dance,
karate and yoga programs are
alsoavailableto members. The
hour-long classes continue for
two months and range from
$20 to $80. Non-members can
also take classes but have to
pay around S16 more. Drop-in
options are available.
Unlike in the past, online
registration is now available
at the Bowling Green Parks
and Recreation Web site making it easier for those living in
outlying areas to sign-up for
classes and to get involved at
the center.
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GET A LIFE

Part-time teachers don't
give a whole education

Sharing notes considered
academic dishonesty

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wnnlih, ii»,to iJmm n lipilmiii.tmIIJIIIII^

9 a m - 5 p.m.
Rebecca Kaler - Paintings
Th.Urri.Gill.ry

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Donations for Kenyans
Displaced

By Kate Synd.r

"The problem is

Reporter

118-2 Union Table Space

Action: GSS discussed punishment for academic dishonesty. Students who allow
other students to borrow and
copy their notes are considered to be "facilitating
dishonesty" and if the incident occurs outside of class,
the minimum punishment
is suspension.
A member of the Academic
Honesty Committee at the
meeting said this punishment
seemed too harsh. Other students were in general agreement, saying that they either
encouraged or had been
encouraged to borrow notes
from others. A change of the
rules could only come from
the Faculty Senate.
What this means to you:
As current rules stand, students are not allowed to

12 - 4 p.m.
Male Calender Sales
118-6 Union Table Space

4 - 8 p.m.
MLK Dinner
Kreischor Sun Dial

6-7:30 p.m.
SMART Study Tables
Jerome Library 7th Floor

6 - 8 p.m.
Target Leadership Dinner
202 B Union

6 - 9 p.m
College Bowl
IM Union

6:45-9 pm.
Dr. Michael Ward:
Narnia and the 7 heavens"
308 Union

112 Physical Sciences bldq.

^ - iO p.m
Pub Unplugged: Paul Circle
Black Swamp Pub

Greek Leadership Team
Meeting
315 Union

each semester
funds are left
on the table."
Jeff Nelson | Bookstore
share notes or other papers
with other students.
Action: Jeff Nelson, the
director of the University
Bookstore, spoke about scholarships for graduate programs. F.ach graduate program can submit one form per
semester. Nelson hopes more
programs take advantage of
this opportunity.
"The problem is each
semester funds are left on the
table," he said.
What this means to you:
The scholarship would be
used to support graduate

By Justin Pope
The Associated Press

research and professional
College students are gel tint;
development activities.
Action: An announcement i a raw deal, a recent New York
was made that the Statistical | report asserted. The problem
is they're taking too many
Consulting Center will be
classes from part-time, or
closing after this semester,
adjunct, professors.
either in May or July.
But thai same report unwitWhat this means to you:
tingly revealed something
The use of statistical comabout how higher education is
puter programs and planmore culpable than il likes to
ning of experiments involvadmit when it comes to creating
ing statistics will no longer
the problem.
he available.
The issue is a huge one in
Action: A vote was held to
higher education far beyond
elect a new treasurer.
New York, with about half of the
What this means to you:
nation's college faculty now on
Lisa Scott was elected by
part-time contracts. Adjuncts
unanimous consent.
are cheaper for colleges, but
Action: Two minutes of
they often lack the time and
silence were observed to
resources for focused teaching,
remember two international
and research shows students'
graduate students who died
performance suffers if they are
coming back from Chicago.
taught by part-timers too often.
What this means to you: A
In its report last month, a 30memorial service will be held
member commission called fol
on Feb. 16 in the ballroom at
the Union.
New York's state (SUNY) and
city (CUNY) systems to alleviate
the over reliance on adjuncts by
hiring 2.000 more full-lime faculty for their 87 campuses.
Bui just one page away, the
report also called for adding
that "I have a dream" speech,"
at least 4,000 new doctoral
said Henry Louis Taylor )r.,
students.
professor of urban and regionThere'sa connect ion bet ween
al planning at the University
those numbers that deserves
of Buffalo.
more attention.
At the time of his death,
In many fields, ihere are
King was working on anlialready loo many Ph.D. awardpoverty and anti-war issues.
ed for the full-time academic
He had spoken out against
posts available, creating a surthe Vietnam War in 1967,
plus of likely jobseekers. Thai
and was in Memphis in April
pool becomes adjuncts, who
1968 in support of striking
Command wages and benefits
sanitation workers.
so low that universities find
King had come a long way
them irresistible hires.
from the crowds who cheered
"It's not uncommon to have
him at the 1963 March on
a disconnect like this in higher
Washington, when he was
education, in which people are
introduced as "the moral
both concerned about the difleader of our nation" — and
ficult career prospects being
when he pronounced "1 have
faced by recent Ph.D. gradua dream" on the steps of the
ates and concerned there aren't
Lincoln Memorial.
enough Ph.D. students," said

Remembrance of Martin Luther King Jr.
By D..pti H.j.l.
The Associated Press

8:00 p.m. *
Blown Away!
the wild world of weather

NF-W YORK — They are some
of the most famous words in
American history: "1 have a
dream ..." And the man who
said them has become an icon.
Martin Luther King |r. has
certainly gotten his share of
attention this year, the subject of
a presidential campaign controversy over his legacy that blew
up just around the time of the
holiday created to honor him.

But nearly 40 years after his
assassination in April 1968,
after the deaths of his wife
and of others who knew both
the man and what he stood
for, some say King is facing
the same fate that has befallen many a historical figure
— being frozen in a moment
in time that ignores the full
complexity of the man and
his message.
"Everyone knows, even
the smallest kid knows about
Martin Luther King, can say
his most famous moment was

9-15 pm
President Meeting
308 Union

9:30 -1':00 pm.
UAO Presents
We Own The Night"
Union Theater

"Too many
graduate schools
may be preparing
too many students."
Michael Teilelbaum, of the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
\ikK |efl Clane, an adjunct
who teaches two art courses at
SUNY-New Paltz: There's this
tendency to turn a blind eye to
things like thai and not make
those kinds of equations."
Of course, some adjuncts
have Othei jobs and like working part-time. But many are
adjuncts by necessity. Crane,
an artist, says he likes working
part-time so he can paint, but
thinks he should be paid equitably. He earns about S5.200
per semester for teaching
two courses.
The national average for
lull-lime assistant professors
is about $60,000, and SIOO.OOO
once they gel tenure. Crane says
many of his colleagues work
mostly for the health insurance,
which, unlike many places. New
Paltz offers to adjuncts,
It's not just humanities.
Groups such as the Business
Roundtable have grabbed
headlines with urgent warnings
about the need to ramp up production of American scientists.
in fact, reitelbaum testified io
Congress last year, there is no
r\ idence ol a shortage of scientists and engineers — particularly on the Ph.D. track.
In the life sciences, the U.S. is
awarding twice as many doctorates as two decades agq, hulhas
no more faculty jobs, according to one recent study lhat
prompted the journal Nature
to editorialize that "too many
graduate schools may be preparing too many students." A
1998 National Uesearch ('ounciI
made much the same warning.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Vincent Van Gogh
only sold 1
painting
his whole /
life and J
that was
to his
brothir
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APFU.E PHOTO
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.: Almost 40 years after his death. King's words still
speak volumes, encouraging people to guide the nation m a moral and just direction.

Going Fast!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
419-352-5620

NEWIWE

332 S. Main

Rentals

Stop on by or call us!

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

newloverentals.com

One bedroom/Quiet living
131 Clay St.: Between $340 &
$385 plus $30 gas & electric

125 Clay St.: $365 plus $30 for
gas & electric

107 Clay St.: $545 Free water
& sewer

330 1/2 N. Church: $390 plus
utilities
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WIRELESS

SUPERSTORES

NOW OPEN
1616 East Woostcr St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419)353-2355
Walking Distance From BGSU Campus

Accessories for all Phone Models:

Bluetooth

VOrf7Pfl wireless

CUtel

wireless

Phone Cases & Covers
Wall & Car Chargers
Replacement Batteries
We offer Pre-Paid Refills for all Maior Carriers
We Transfer Phone Books and Pictures

Get a $10 Gift Card
With Any Purchase
•i
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"I think the current system relies too heavily on voodoo economics and not enough
On the Creativity and resourcefulness of journalists." - James O'Shea. recently ousted editor of The Los Angeles Times, in a farewell e-mail sent to LAT staff [from www.nytimes.com].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Could you go a day without Facebook?
"Yeah. You can

"Yes. because my

"Yeah, my name's not

"No, I cannot, it's my

find that stuff out

life's hectic and I

Josh Benner."

procrastination when

anyway"

could do more with

i should be doing

Have your own take on

my tirne."

homework."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

STEPHANIE BEY.
Freshman, Early Childhood
Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

HILLARY WAGNER.

ROB DUSZIK,
Sophomore, Criminal
Justice

'« SMflWI. VCT

GINO GEORGETTI.
Senior. Actuarial Sciences

&

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

e need blood, but I can't give
"One blood donation can save three lives,
but my blood can't be accepted because
in high school I had a crush on a football
player instead of a cheerleader."

MICHAEL WEIGMAN

Time keeps ticking away, and
realize: I'm getting older
"When I was a freshman, I checked my
e-mail for the first time. No MySpace or
Facebook or online classes. We registered
using the phone."
1 contemplated starting this
column in one of the least
cool ways in the history of The
BG News: with a quote from
I lootie and the Blowfish.
It was going to he ahout
something punishing us,
leaving you standing there all
alone, teaching about tomorrow (and all the pain and
sorrow) and a seemingly-outof-place line about mothers
crying in the streets.
Something that has become
apparent to me in the last
couple of weeks and months
(or was it seconds or years?) is
what an unforgiving and judgmental, yet completely illuminating thing time is.
I thought about calling it the
ultimate objective observer"
but there is nothing objective
about time, despite its precise
intervals and structure.
Por many of you, time is
probably something that seems
to be in abundance, aside from
wishing you had more time to
finish that paper. F.verybody
around you is the same age,
relatively, save for professors
— but they aren't real people to
you anyway.
The future seems to be endless. Milestones like 25,30,40
and retirement aren't going to
happen for an eternity. Turning
21 might even seem like a long
ways off too. Likewise, junior
high and your fifth birthday
party were centuries ago.
Life is just beginning. But
once it starts going, it goes fast.
And you'll see Darius Rucker
(who was last relevant three
presidential terms ago) actually
was saying something.
As a grad student who
recently crossed into the category of "30-something," time
has been freaking me the heck
out recently.
I realized my cultural and

life experience is vastly different from so many of t he people
1 spend my days wit h. And it
goes both ways — I am about
middle-aged for my program.
Maybe it was over "holiday''
break when I watched Vlll's
"Top 100 Songs of the 1980s"
followed directly by the nineties version. The "top" 1980s
song was "I.ivin' on a Prayer"
from 1987 by lion lovi. I was
in fifth grade when it came
out, roughly 21 years ago.
Before maybe half of the
campus was horn.
I watched a special on
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen
Spirit." That all happened more
than half of my life ago. Yes,
I apparently gauge my life in
terms of pop music.
I could not believe it was that
long ago. Time starts to distort
after you hit maybe 25.
I realized I am closer to 40
now that 1 am to 21. That was a
really scary realization.
One of my profs last fall
always talked to me about the
1960s. Growing up, I always
thought the '60s seemed to
be interesting ancient history.
Apparently, they were just as
close in time to me then as Bon
lovi is now.
He said school years seem
to just blow by him now, as he
approaches 60.
One of my new classmates is
23, two full high school careers
younger than me. She would
have been three for the "Livin'
on a Prayer" era. Even two
friends who are 26 would have
been in eighth grade when I
was a senior in high school.
I heard "American Idiot" in
a bar downtown recently and
could not fathom that we have
come to another presidential
election already.
A girl, 20, at work had Bush's
"Little Things" as her cell
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phone ringer. I told her 1 had
seen the band in a bar as a college freshman forS5 when they
were first getting famous, and
long before Gavin Rossdale
became Mr. Gwen Stefani (and
actually before anyone even
knew of Gwen Stefani). She
replied she only knew the band
as an oldies group. As a sidenote, shealso thought Hillary
Clinton was Bill's daughter
and didn't know who Barack
Obama was when I told her I
tried to add him as a MySpace
friend (still waiting, bud).
Obama was just finishing law
school at I larvard when I saw
Bush in concert and now he
could be our next president.
1 also feel ancient as I consider technology. When I was a
freshman, 1 checked my e-mail
for the first time. No MySpace
or lacebook or online classes.
We registered using the phone.
I did not know anyone with a
cell phone until senior year in
college. One guy had a laptop
The world's knowledge is nowdoubling every five years.
My younger brother still
marvels at what college would
have been like without cell
phones. There was a whole lot
of time spent trying to find
people, I can tell you that.
I'm not saying anything
revolutionary. Scientists and
philosophers have talked about
time being relative for eons.
Our challenge is to accept it
and embrace how fleeting it all
is. To chuckle at the passage
rather than be freaked out and
be comfortable with how we
use what we have.
"Tomorrow's just another
day.... And 1 don't believe
in time."

I have, in my wallet, a blood
donor card. On it are the words:
"()ne blood donation can save
up to three lives. Only 5 percent
of the eligible U.S. population donates blood. Bvery two
seconds someone in America
needs blood... You can donate
blood as many as six times a
year. One blood donation can
save up to three lives."
I will not be donating blood
this week. The Red Cross will
not be receiving a single drop
ofmyA-positiveblood. I realize that there is a need, that
three lives could be saved. I
know how valuable my blood
could be to someone in an ICU.
I would very much like to give
blood. The problem is that the
Red Cross cannot take it.
There are several reasons
why the Red Cross will turn
away a potential donor. For
example, you will be turned
away if you have had gonorrhea
in the last year. You will also
be turned away if you are taking antibiotics. And you will be
turned away if. like me. "you
arc a male who has had sexual
contact with another male,
even once, since 1977."
The concern is that as a man
who has sex with men, I'm
supposedly at a higher risk of
contracting 111V. It essentially
comes down to that. You'll find
the quote I used under the list
of t h i tigs t hat put someone at
risk for HIV. That's what makes
the "even once" part so great.
I n my case, it's "even once, even
if you used protection, even if
he's responsible and gets tested

on a regular basis, even if you
do the same."
Make no mistake: The Red
Cross doesn't set that rule,
the FDA does. The Red Cross
understands that men who
have sex with men aren't necessarily at risk of HIV, that other
factors like number of sexual
partners and using protection
are more important. The FDA,
on the other hand, has politics
to consider, and in politics,
what's right isn't as important
as what's popular.
It's unfortunate, but many
people still believe that gay
men are responsible for bringing pandemics like HIV to the
world. Tom Short, the evangelical minister who graced our
campus during finals week last
spring, put it so bluntly back in
1984. "if |homosexuals| have
donated any blood, the Red
Cross should give it back....
I lomosexuals carry deadly diseases. They are common carriers of hepatitis and gonorrhea."
Somehow, it just feels right to
add".. .even once, even if you
used protection, even if he's
responsible and gets tested on
a regular basis, even if you do
the same."
On their Web site, the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention do not list
"homosexuality" among the
possible ways to get HIV. The
virus doesn't know the difference between a gay man and a
straight one.
In spite of evidence to the
contrary, there are many who
call themselves "Christian"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

that still commit to the idea
that "the gays" are like rats
spreading new plagues. On
the 15th of this month, the
conservative group Concerned
Women for America issued a
press release blaming "homosexual behavior" for the spread
of MRSA, a drug resistant
Staph infection. (On the 16th,
the CDC issued a press release
saying sexual behavior has
little to do with transmission.)
Normally. 1 don't find it frustrating when people go on like
that. These "Christians" are the
same people who believe that
they've outsmarted the scientific community on evolution,
even though arguments they
present are rarely coherent, let
alone valid.
But in this case, it does. Their
commitment to the idea that
I'm some plague-bearer isn't
based on what I do or how
responsible I am. Their judgment is based solely on the sex
of the person I want to be with.
And the frustrating thing is,
their backward view of disease
is still in FDA policy.
The Red Cross cannot take
my blood, and at the bottom line, it's because I'm gay.
One blood donation can save
three lives, but my blood
can't be accepted because in
high school I had a crush on
a football player instead of a
cheerleader. There isn't enough
blood to go around, and I'm not
allowed to help because 1 prefer
lohn Cena to Kristen Bell. It's
that simple.
If you're reading this, please
donate blood. There isn't
enough, and this time of year,
it's especially necessary. The
Red Cross is doing everything it
can to keep a supply up. I can't
help, but many of you can. I
hope that my donor card is still
good for something.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to out newsroom in 210 West Hall

— Send tesponses to Benjamin
to tlwnetvs@bgnews.coni

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Experience in Corps
boosted guest column
Thank you for printing Lance
Cpl. II lioone's column on private military contractors this
past Friday.
With our resources stretched
so thin, we have no choice but
to turn to the private sector
to help our armed forces in
their job. Boone speaks from
experience, unlike many of the
Monday-morning quarterbacks
that are often heard. They are
entitled to their opinions, but
free speech is creditable only to

- Send responses to Brandon
to thenews@bgnews.com.
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the extent that it's responsible,
i.e., the required background
research has been done and a
position is taken only after careful reflection.
It's good to hear from one
who has been in the fight. I've
never been in the Corps, so I
really can't say "Semper Fi!" to
Boone. But I have worn the uniform of this country in the past
during another conflict, and
can express my heartfelt thanks
for his service. We all should do
the same.
— PhilSchunw
Instructor, Accounting

TOMORROW IN FORUM
I don't need to be in a relationship
says Levi Joseph Wonder.
Sean Martin on why the
government should not bail
out homeowners caught in the
mortgage crisis.
Schtdul* tubfCCt to change

SEE WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
olog for the latest in BG

athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
lesponse to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews'i'bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
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submitted columns and letters at his
or her deaetion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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500 days in isolation? In the name of science, sign me up!
CHICAGO TRIBUNE | GUEST COLUMNIST

On May 23,1989, an Italian
pioneer named Slefania Follini
clambered out of a New Mexico
cave and into the suffocating
heat. Her first words: "I love the
sun. The sun is very beautiful."
After hugging several friends,
she said: "The smell of human
beings is very beautiful."
Even in a 105-degree swelter.
That's what spending 131
days in a cave without sunlight
or the sound of a human voice
will do to you.
Follini descended into that
cave so researchers could learn
about the physical and psychological impact of prolonged isolation in space on astronauts.
We thought of her recently

when news came of another,
similar experiment that
sounds even more formidable.
Sometime next year, a crew of
six is destined to climb into a
cramped space akin to an efficiency apartment at the aptly
named Institute for Biomedical
Problems in Moscow. The doors
will shut behind them for a
breathtaking 500 days. Scientists
will study their behavior, their
body language, their foibles.
A previous subject in a ninemonth simulated flight framed
the challenge this way: "It's your
task to avoid nervous breakdowns," he said. "You force
yourself to control your emotions. You stop yourself from
wishing to see the sun."
I lere's the incredible part: They
have already got 4,800 volunteers.

"To the average teen, perhaps, the thought
of 500 days with not much to do but loll
around the room and play video games may
sound, well, pretty awesome."
With few exceptions, science fiction tends to glamorize the idea of gallivanting
around the galaxy. There's the
going-where-no-human-hasgone-before stuff, and the thrill
of exploring new worlds and
new Civilizations. But often
glossed over in the excitement
for those who dream of such
things is one big problem: You
have got to get there first. And
that means weeks, months,
maybe years of isolation, in
a cramped space, staring at

computer screens, seeing the
same people, eating the same
food, not seeing the sun, not
feeling the wind, not hearing the birds.... It's possible
that the ultimate challenge of
space travel will be, as NASA
Administrator Michael Griffin
told the Chicago Tribune editorial board recently, "to keep
people from killing each other
in confined spaces" on long
flights, lust imagine spending
500 days with the same handful
of people and their annoying

master Spanish, lake in a few
hundred movies? Not anymore.
Keep a close eye on this
experiment. Earlier, similar
efforts suggest that some of the
participants may eventually
wish they had spent the time
in solitary, making friends with
the mice, frogs and grasshoppers, as Follini did in the New
Mexico cave.
Next time we are stuck in one
of those interminable meetings
at work, or facing a dinner with
relatives that seems to exist in
a dimension where time does
not pass in its usual brisk increments, we will ponder being
cooped up with the same people for 500 days with no esc ape.
In space, we're told, no one can
hear you scream.

habits, hour piled upon hour,
with no respite.
Sounds horrible, doesn't it?
Or does It? fo the average
teen, perhaps, the thought of
500 dav-s with not much to do
but loll around the room and
play video games ni.iv sound,
well, pretty awesome.
For those who don't care
for the crush of parties coming this time of year, 500 days
of semi-solitude could be a
bracing antidote.
That stack of books and NeVi
Yorker magazines you meant to
read? No problem. I lOM about
that photo scrapbook you Dave
been threatening to assemble
since 1993?
Been complaining that there's
no time to learn to play piano,
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The families with blood in their memories
LINDA P CAMPBEU GUEST COLUMNIST

The 19friend-of-the-court
briefs supporting the District
of Columbia's U.S. Supreme
Court bid to uphold its handgun ban might look like the
"usual suspects."
The Brady Center to Prevent
Ciun Violence, U.S. Conference
of Mayors, National Network
to l'nd Domestic Violence,
police chiefs, criminal justice
professors, American Academy
of Pediatrics, American Public
Health Association.
Most of the "amici" (in
legal lingo) on the District's
side have well-known stands
on gun control and could be
expected to argue that the
Second Amendment doesn't
forbid local restrictions on personal weapons.
Then there's the brief led
by the American lewish
Committee. It speaks for 23
groups as diverse as the Baptist
Peace Fellowship, Citizens for a
Safer Minnesota and the Cray
Panthers, but also for "certain
individual victims and families
of victims of gun violence."
Families of 14 victims from
gunman Seung-Hui Cho's
April massacre at Virginia Tech
University, plus three of the
injured themselves, are backing the District on gun control.
"leri and I don't wish to take
guns away from people who
use them for hunting, targetshooting and self-defense in
their homes and on their own
property and would — perhaps
— not even object to somebody
carrying a weapon unconcealed in other places if they
felt threatened in those areas,"

"It's significant that families whose lives were
shattered nine months ago have quietly taken
the stand that more access to firearms isn't a
deterrent to other Virginia Techs."
Michael Bishop told me in an
e-mail on behalf of himself and
his wife.
"What we do insist on is
the undeniable fact that firearms were, and are, designed
to kill and that one should
demonstrate competence and
accountability in their use.
We don't believe that enacting
even sensible gun legislation
will prevent every murder by
a firearm,... but we do believe
that allowing... (everyone)
who attempts to buy a gun to
have that weapon, regardless of
competence and accountability, will increase the number of
firearm fatalities rather than
lower them."
The Bishops' son. German
instructor lamie Bishop, was
one of the 32 people killed
that horrible day by Cho, a
student who was able to buy
weapons because his mental
instability record hadn't been
sent to the federal background
check database, lamie Bishop's
wife, Virginia Tech professor
Stefanie Hofer. also joined the
amicus brief.
The basic argument of
this coalition is that a federal appeals court turned the
Second Amendment on its
head in ruling the DC. gun law
unconstitutional.
Much of the debate about
the Second Amendment
focuses on whether it protects
individuals' right to bear

arms or encompasses a collective right limited to those
in state militias. The AIC brief
argues that the amendment
prevents federal big-footing
on state and local use of militias to "protect public welfare
and order" — and therefore
doesn't prevent restrictions on
private firearms
I have my doubts about the
effectiveness of the District's
law. I still remember the night,
almost two decades ago. t hat
my husband and I saw a group
of men fighting over a jacket
across the street from our
Capitol Hill home one evening.
When one of t hem flashed
a gun, we ran bark inside
and called the police — who
promptly came knocking on
our door, with fear visible in
their eyes. The officers didn't
find the men wed seen, but
they confiscated a sawed-off
shotgun down the street. I
wonder how safe that neighborhood is now.
Many of those who'll take
sides in the case of District of
Columbia v. I teller (briefs supporting Heller aren't in yet)
will do it based on notions of
individual rights or community
safety that haven't been formed
by personal experience with
gun violence.
It's significant that families
whose lives were shattered
nine months ago have quietly taken the stand that more

access to firearms isn't a deterrent to other Virginia Techs.
Michael Bishop, a military
veteran and science-fiction writer who lives in Pine
Mountain, Ga., wrote an
essay in I he Atlanta lournali nn si HI i nun last week opposing a pair of wrong-headed
gun-related bills in the Georgia
Legislature. One would remove
restrictions on carrying guns at
sporting events, church functions, political rallies, and colleges and universities. That's a
chilling prospect.
"Allowing guns in post-secondary schools, particularly
in the hands of students, will
most likely wind up facilitating suicides (students are at
great risk of suicide already,
greater than any other segment of the population) and
turning what might otherwise
be mere temper flare-ups into
occasions of bloodshed," he
wrote in his e-mail.
"We don't believe that we
should take steps to turn the
right to bear arms into an
obligation to do so. especially
on campuses where their
presence in classrooms would
undermine, or color, the civil
verbal expression of ideas and
disagreements, and whereat
least a student or two. perhaps
many more, bearing a sense
of home-fed entitlement and
finding themselves disgruntled over a C-plus rather than
an A, would undoubtedly take
out their pique on the person
who thusdissed them in a
violent manner wholly unrectiliable for either shooter or
human target."
It's an awful thought. But no
longer unthinkable.
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and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PI**;more Sudokn and win prizes at:

PR/ZESUDOKUCON

FALL 2008 LEASING
COME SIGN UP TODAY! UNITS GOING FAST!

Check It Out!
Campbell Hill Apartments
(308,314,318,324. 326. 328, 330CampbeU Hill Rd.)
• 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
• Furnished
• A/C. dishwasher, garbage disposals,
microwaves
• Washer & dryer

Heinz Apartments
(SOX Y Knterprise St.. 424 Fra/ec Ave.l
• .3 bedroom
• Furnished

• A/C. fireplaces, microwaves
• 2 baths
• FRKF wireless internet

ff

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)

• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C. fireplaces, dishwasher,
microwaves, and garbage disposal
• 2 baths
• /WAV. wireless internet

Stop In (he office tor our current listings ol available units!

w w w. e r e e n b r i a r rentals, c o m
(iroenbriar. Inc.

152-0717
us i WoosierSt.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

3 Bedroom Houses

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
PVWPV. newloverentals. com

o.

*^w. ^^

Hours:
M«t '" ''■"" 5pm
Saturda) 9am-1 pat
CREENBRIAR. INC

• 330 N. Church St. -$810
• 338 N. Church St. - $650

NATION
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Food
poisioning
may recoil

Rebates should
include all taxpayers
ByWillU.l.r
The Associated Press

CABIRUSSO

AP PHOTO

LAWRENCE FIRE: Spectators watch a pie dawn fire that swept through 16 buildings yesterday, in downtown Lawrence, Mass

Fire spreads to 16 buildings
By Karen Tasta
The Associated Press .
LAWRENCE, Mass. — A huge
blaze started in an empty
downtown nightclub early
yesterday and spread quickly
through 16 buildings, destroying homes and businesses and
forcing residents to flee in their
pajamas into (he bitter night.
One person suffered minor
injuries.
An ambulance crew on an
unrelated call spotted the
lire about 2:30 a.m., state Fire
Marshal Stephen Coan said.
The fire started in a nightclub that was being renovated
and spread quickly on a stiff
wind through the block that
included early 1900s woodframed buildings.
The club had no walls, and
that "gave the fire an opportunity to take hold very quickly,"
Coan said.

"A lot of people who
were burned out
today don't have
anything."
Bill Meagher | Red Cross

Fire officials in Lawrence,
about 30 miles north of Boston,
said the cause was suspicious.
Coan said state and city fire
officials were investigating
with agents from the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives.
Some people were clad only
in pajamas as they fled into
the bitterly cold morning,
with chills below zero. Water
sprayed by firefighters froze,
covering buildings and streets
with ice.
Zulma Borgos, 49, said she
was awakened by calls of "Fire!

Fire!" from her boyfriend, Elias
Riverra. Borgos said that when
she looked out the window, "I
couldn't believe what I saw."
"It was a ball of fire," said
Riverra, 21. He didn't even
have time to grab a pair of
socks before waking Borgos'
three girls in the apartment
and running.
The girls, ages 5 to 12, were
wrapped in blankets when
they arrived at a Red Cross
shelter set up in a school. Other
people arrived in bathrobes
and slippers.
About 150 people were
evacuated from the area and
54 were at the shelter Monday
afternoon, police Lt. Scott
McNamara said.
"A lot of these people who
were burned out today don't
have anything," said Bill
Meagher, a Red Cross volunteer.
"They're not going to be able to
find housing right away."

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17. 2008 to August 9,2008.

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Oflenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - S370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a $300.00 nonrefundable pat
deposit at these buildings:
517E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One 8ath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $410.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
521 E. MERRY- Near Oflenhauer.
Furn Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH. 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Unfurnished. lu baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

PORTLAND, Maine (AP)
— Temperatures dropped to
breathtaking levels, well below
zero, in extreme northern sections of Maine early yesterday.
Thermometers registered 34
degrees Fahrenheit below zero
at Van Buren and 27 below
at Presque Isle, the National
Weather Service reported.
In the northern Rockies,
Mont., registered 32 below,
the weather service said.
As the cold air blew across
Lake Ontario, it picked up
enough moisture to produce
3 feet of snow Sunday in
New York's Oswego County.
The roof of a public works

"We're [the state]
digging out [of the
snow]."
Sgt. Edwin Croucher | State police

garage holding snow removal equipment collapsed yesterday in Fulton, N.Y.. under
the weight of 37 inches of
snow, and the town declared
a state of emergency. The
region at the east of Lake
Ontario often gets heavy
lake-effect snow.
"We're digging out," said state
police Sgt. Edwin Croucher.

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — It's a
dirty little secret of food
poisoning: E. coli and certain other foodborne illnesses can sometimes
trigger serious health
problems months or years
after patients survived
that initial bout. Scientists
only now are unraveling a
legacy that has largely gone
unnoticed.
What they've spotted so
far is troubling. In interviews with The Associated
Press, they described
high blood pressure, kidney damage, even full
kidney failure striking 10
to 20 years later in people who survived severe
E. coli infection as children, arthritis after a bout
of salmonella or shigella,
and a mysterious paralysis
that can attack people who
just had mild symptoms of
campylobacter.
"Folks often assume once
you're over the acute illness,
that's it, you're back to normal and that's the end of it,"
said Dr. Robert Tauxe of the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. The longterm consequences are "an
important but relatively
poorly documented, poorly
studied area of foodborne
illness."
These late effects are
believed to make up a
very small fraction of the
nation's 76 million annual
food poisonings, although
no one knows just how many
people are at risk. A bigger
question is what other illnesses have yet to be linked
to food poisoning.
And with a rash of food
recalls — including more
than 30 million pounds of
ground beef pulled off the
market last year alone.

American Red Cross

Bowling Green State University
and the American Red Cross
-

Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity
School year - $630 00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Frigid weather continues

By Lauran Naargaard

+

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.

WASHINGTON Any
rebate included in an economic stimulus plan should
include people who pay
Social Security taxes, not
just those who pay income
taxes, a leading Democratic
lawmaker said Sunday.
"If we did the rebate
based on the payroll tax, it
would hit a lot more people
at a lower end of the spectrum. And so to just say
income taxes are the only
taxes we're considering that
people pay is unfair," said
Charles Schumer, the New
York lawmaker who is chairman of the congressional
loint Economic Committee.
People making S35.OO0 to
S50.000 pay a lot of federal
taxes, he said, but much of
that is not income tax, but
directed to programs like
Social Security.
Democrats and the Bush
administration say they
want to reach a quick agreement so the economic stimulus can be applied quickly
to the struggling economy.
But any Democratic insistence on covering those who

don't pay income tax could
be a cause of conflict.
The White House, for now,
envisions providing onetime rebate checks to people who pay federal income
taxes. That would leave
out millions of the working poor, who do not make
enough to pay income taxes
but do pay Social Security
and Medicare payroll taxes.
Families of four earning less than. $24,900 a year
would not get a rebate under
the White House approach,
said Chad Stone, chief
economist at the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities,
a research group that focuses on how government programs affect the poor and
middle class.
He has estimated that
about 22 million households file income tax
returns but do not pay that
tax because their earnings
are so low. An additional 22
million households do not
file a return, he said. This
group includes many older
people on fixed incomes,
he said.
Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson has said Bush is
focused on broad-based tax.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560 00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009

Blood Drive
January 22 - 25, 2008
11:00am-5:00pm
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room

Ba<> the Hero in You!
Conic to Ihc blood drive &

receive a multi-use bag!

Familiss with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

-.-JOHN—

NEWLOVE
"iR.e<z£ Estate. Inc.

319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green OH
(Localed Across From Tar.o Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
,vww phnnewloverealestale com

Sponsored by the American Red Cross Club

1-800-GIVE-LIFE
»
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SIDELINES

BG routed in Roo Town
FOOTBALL
Tony Dungy will
stay on as Colts
head coach
Yesterday Colts coach Tony
Dungy said he will remain
at the helm in Indianapolis
through at least next season.
His assistant, Jim Caldwell.
was named as his
eventual successor
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The
BG News Sports Blog to get
updates and information on
all of your favorite BG teams.
The blog is also good for live
updates during hockey and
men's and women's
basketball games

BOIAN BOftNHOEFT

http://www.bgnewssports.

THE BG NEWS

NOTHING COMES EASY: BG's Nate Millet attempts to scoie ovei the Akron defense. At halftime, the Zips led the Falcons 45-19 en route to a blowout victory at Rhodes Arena on Sunday night.

blogspot.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's basketball:
vs. Miami (OH); 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1998-The NHL's
Minnesota franchise selects
the nickname "Wild"
1973—George Foreman

Akron takes big early lead, leaves Falcons in the dust in 80-44 win
play in the half court virtugin of victory was the second
"We kind of caught them early-put our
ally the whole game and the
largest in Akron history.
were not good. BG shot
"We kind of caught them early
foot on the throttle and never really let up results
33 percent on the night includThe high-powered Zips were — put our foot on the throting making only two of 16 threelike a fine automobile on a cold tle and never really let up on
on them. They caught us on a good day and point shots.
Sunday night, and they had it them," said Akron coach Keith
They also did themselves no
locked in fifth gear front the Dambrot." t'hey caught us on a
they didn't have a good day themselves." favors
at the line by missing 15
opening tip. The Falcons, how- good day and they didn't have a
of 25 free throws.
ever, were never able to get their good day themselves."
Keith Dambrot I Akron head coach
"When you go 10-25 from the
The game was like a complete
engine started and were left in
"You can't help a good team free throw line, to me that's a
the dust—however frozen that opposite from the last outing buckets were nowhere to be seen
play even better and that's what sign that you weren't focused,"
against Buffalo. In that game, the — nor was the transition game.
dust may ham been.
The Falcons turned the ball we did." said BG coach Louis Orr. Orr said.
Akron started the game on teem fenced turnovers and that
an 18-2 run and cruised to let them get out in transition and over 21 times and that led to 26 "We didn't make their job tough
Akron points while only forcing on them."
an 80-44 shellacking of the get easy buckets.
See HOOPS | Page 9
The Falcons were forced to
Against the Zips, the easy seven turnovers themselves.
Falcons. The 36-point marBy Bill BorcUwick
Assistant Sports Editor

TKO's Joe Frazier in two
rounds for the heavyweight
boxing title

Falcons keep Broncos in check, sweep weekend home-and-home

1968-The NBA
announces it will expand to

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Milwaukee and Phoenix
1956-The Canadian

The Falcon hockey team got back
on the horse, or rather bronco,
this weekend as it swept Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
opponent Western Michigan for
the second time this season.
Going into Friday's game at the
BGSU Ice Arena, the Falcons had
been swept twice and settled for
splits in their last four hockey weekends. They surrendered two losses
to Michigan in December, a last
place Finish in the Badger Hockey
Showdown after Christmas, and
two splits with Miami and Lake
Superior after break.
All of this left the Falcons (12-100, 9-7-0 CCHA) wanting more in
the 10th weekend of the season,
and whik' they had to battle for

Football Council forms
1857-The National
Association of Baseball
Players is founded in
New York

The List
This year's Super Bowl
matchup was officially set
as of Sunday night. Today,
we're listing five reasons why
this year's Super Bowl will be
worth watching

1. That other
Manning brother:

ENOCH WU
SWEPT AWAY: The BG hockey team swept the Western Michigan Broncos for the second time this season over the weekend

every inch in each victory, they
got what they needed from WMU
(6-17-1,2-14-0 CCHA).
"It's another maturation step for
our team," coach Scott I'aluch said
after Friday's 4-1 win. "Earlier in
the year we were able to put some
wins together, but the last couple
of weekends, we didn't do that. It
was a different circumstance over
the last two weeks that led to those
losses, but if you want to move up
in this league, you have to put a
streak together."
On Friday, BG began what they
hope is a streak similar to the one
that started in the fall after a sweep
of Western. After taking both of
those games in overtime, Paluch's
squad nearly went on to collect
three consecutive CCHA sweeps
See HOCKEY! Page 9

You could make the case that
Eli Manning has been the
best quarterback in the NFL
playoffs this year

2. Perfect Pats: New

Women's basketball downs
Buffalo, faces Miami tonight

England is 18-0 and could cap
off the first undefeated
season since 1972 with a win

3. The line: Por any
gamblers out there, The
Giants are 14-point
underdogs

4. The Commercials:
Some'years. the Super Bowl
commercials are more
entertaining than the
game itself

5.David vs. Goliath:
If the Giants were able to
beat the Patriots, it would be
one of the biggest upsets in
the history of football
1

1

By Chris Voloichuk
Sports Editor

With a 75-56 victory over Buffalo
at Alumni Arena on Saturday
night, the BG women's basketball
team is on a bona fide conference
winning streak, having come
out on top in all four of its MidAmerican Conference games.
BG was able to notch their 15th
win of the season by holding
Buffalo to 39.7 percent shooting
from the field while they shot 58.3
percent. Heather Turner was the
only UB player to score in double
figures, with 12 points.
Three Falcons scored in double figures and were led by the
17 points and eight rebounds of
sophomore center Tara Breske.
Guard Kate Achter scored 16

points and forward Crystal
Murdaughhadl3.
Defense was the key throughout the game. Despite shooting
1-8 from three-point range and
18-27 from the free throw line, the
Falcons were able to take control
of the contest. Buffalo's leading
scorer, Stephanie Bennett, didn't
score a single basket in the game.
The Falcons got the majority of
their points in the paint (38) and
off of turnovers (20).
Since MAC play started, BG has
only allowed 55.2 points per game
while averaging about 78.
Next up for the Falcons is a
game with Miami tonight at
Anderson Arena. Tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m. Miami is currently
9-8 overall with a 2-2 record in
MAC play.

f

BG gymnasts out-duel Eastern Michigan
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

Following last weeks loss to
12th ranked Missouri in which
BG struggled on the uneven
bars and the balance beam, the
Falcons recovered on Saturday
against pre-season MAC favorite the Eastern Michigan Eagles.
BG led by stand out performances by sophomore Breanne
Guy and Morgan Balzer outlasting the Eagles 191.950-191.525.
"I was really pleased, I thought
we made a great turnaround,
especially at bars and balance
beam, with many more hit routines and the confidence level
was much better," head coach
Kerrie Beach said.
The first rotation with BG on
the vault and EMU on the bars,
the Falcons were led by Guy
and senior lacque Bernhardt

\

ENOCH WU

THE BG NEWS

BACK ON TRACK: BG's gymnastics team beat Eastern Michigan on Saturday

scoring 9.750 and 9.725 respectively. However the overall
team score of 48.250 was more
than the work of Guy and
Bernhardt but also the rest of
the vault team with the lowest

score only being 9.025.
While BG fared well in the
vault, Eastern struggled on the
SeeGYM|Page9
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Dungy will return to Colts in 2008

BRIAN BORNHMFT I THE BG NEWS

RUDE AWAKENING: The BG women's swimming team was beaten in Akron on
Saturday by a score of 182-116 ll was BG's first meet since December.

BG swimmers beaten by
Akron in Saturday meet
AJMAST

AP PHOTO

ONE MORE TIME: Yesterday. Indianapolis Colts head coach Tony Dungy said he would return to the team for at least the 2008 season He won the Super Bowl last season.

By Bill Bord-wick
Assistant Sports Editor

By Micli.icl M.irot
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Tony Dungy
is slicking with the Colts.
Dungy announced yesterday
he would coach Indianapolis
through at least Ihe 2008 season and possibly longer before
turning over the duties to handpicked successor Jim (laklwell.
Dungy, the first black coach
lo win a Super Bowl, spent a
week meeting with his family,
close friends and trusted colleagues while deciding whether
to return for a seventh season
with the Colts.
It's the third straight year
Dungs seriously considered
retiring.
"I wouldn't shortchange my
family, "he said. "I wouldn't come
back if my wife or my children
were not for it."
Thedebatefocused on Dungy's
desire to balance family and
football, especially after his family moved back to Tampa earlier this month. His 16-year-old
son Eric now attends high school
there, and team owner lim Irsay
said he was willing to let Dungy
spend more time in ITorida.
Km Dungy said he didn't plan
to alter his approach to his family,

his job or his team.
T don't anticipate it changing
at all," Dungy said. "I'm writing a letter, like I always do, to
the team and am telling them
nothing's changing."
Dungy is the first coach in
Colts history to make the playoffs and win at least 10 games six
consecutive years. He has won
five straight AFC South titles, taking the Colts to two AFC chatnpi-

This isn't a victory lap tour or something
like that. He remains 100 percent
committed to coaching and I think that
will be the case as long as Tony decides
to stay here."
Bill Polian | Colts team president

onship games, and winning last
year's Super Bowl, the first with
two black coaches, as Indy beat
Chicago,
Dungy's
80
wins
in
Indianapolis, including the playoffs, are a franchise record, and
he ranks fifth in victories among
those who coached in 2007 with
136 career wins, which includes
playoffs. He enters next season
tied for 19th in career wins with
Hank Strain.
When Dungy does retire, the
Colts already have his replacement in Caldwell.
Caldwell has been the quarterbacks coach the last six seasons
and has had the title of assistant head coach the past three
years. Now he'll get another new
title, associate head coach, and
the Colts have signed him to
a contract that will keep him
with the organization for the
foreseeable future.
It's not clear how long he'll
be the head coach-in-waiting,
though.
"I certainly appreciate the
opportunity of one day leading
this team in the future," Caldwell
said. "And I hope it is in the distant future."
Caldwell will become more

AJMAST

APPHOTC

IN WAITING: Assistant coach Jim
Caldwell will be Dungy's successor.

involved, however, in the decision-making process.
Early reports suggested Dungy
would coach only one more season, but Irsay, team president Kill
I'olian and Dungy denied that.
Dungy signed a three-year con-

tract extension in 2005 that runs
through the 2009 season.
' "This isn't a victory lap tour or
something like that," Polian said.
"He remains 100 percent committed to coaching and I think that
will be the case as long as Tony
decides to stay here. I hope that's
long alter my tenure here."
Under Dungy, the Colts
became the first team in league
history to win at least 12 games
in five consecutive years. Their
season ended with a 28-24 loss
to San Diego in last week's APC
divisional playoff.
Before joining Indy. Dungy
spent six seasons at Tampa Bay.
becoming that team's career-victory leader (54) while turning
around one of the league's worst
franchises. Dungy led the Bucs to
four playoff appearances and the
1999 NI'C championship game.
Caldwell has spent the last
seven seasons as Dungy's assistant, one year in Tampa Bay
and the last six with the Colts.
Caldwell's only previous head
coaching experience at the pro
or college level came during an
eight-season tenure at Wake
forest, where he went 26-63 and
led t he Demon Deacons to a bowl
game in 1999.
Caldwell also replaced Dungy
for one game late in the 2005 season so Dungy could attend his
son's funeral. The Colts lost that
game 28-13 at Seattle playing primarily backups.
Over the past year, Caldwell
has become a regular on the
interview circuit, meeting with
the Atlanta Falcons, Baltimore
Ravens this month and the
Arizona Cardinals last year about
their head coaching vacancies.

"We had some ups
and downs-we had

BG athletics collectively took
one on the chin this past week- some great things
end in the city of Akron.
The men's basketball team that happened and
was shellacked on Su nday night
80-44 but they were not the
we also have some
only BG team who saw a defeat
at the hands of the Akron Zips. things that we need
The women's swimming
team competed a day earlier to work out. I think
and lost by a margin of 182-116
in their first event of 2008.
coming off a lot of
Akron's Ocasek Natatorium
was the place for BG's first event
training, it was a
since early December and the
Zips welcomed the falcons
solid effort."
back to competitive swimming
rather rudely.
Ken Buff | BG swimming coach
"We had some ups and
downs—we had some great
\ and get a victory. She won
things that happened and we
also have some things that the 200-meter individual medwe need to work out," said BG ley, 200-yard backstroke. 100
coach Keri Buff. "1 think com- -meter backstroke by herself.
She also teamed up with Meg
ing off of a lot of training, it was
Richardson, Sarah Burston and
a solid effort."
"Obviously we always want Irankie llouck to win the 400to win—so that's tough but we tnetei medley relay.
"[Yee] is the toughest perhad a lot of good things that
we wanted to see that we saw son 1 have ever met." said
senior Michael Carriaga after
today," Buff said.
BG only won five of the 16 an earlier meet. "I have never
events held on the day and only ever seen her not give 100
won one event that Alisha Ycc percent effort."
Yee has not lost a 100-meter
did not compete in.
That event was the 200- backstroke even or the 200meter freestyle which was meter individual medley in
won by Sami lordan. The win MAC competition.
Despite lee's dominance, the
marks the first victory on the
season for lordan with her performance still goes down as
a loss. One of those reasons
time of 1:58.71.
BG's best event on the day why the Falcons lost could be a
was the 200 yard backstroke in lack of fully healthy bodies.
"We need to get healthy first
which the top three finishers
were all Falcons—Yee finished and foremost." Buff said. "We
first, lordan took second and need to make sure everyone's
body parts are healed and we're
Brit O'Connor took third.
Yee did everything she could getting over some illnesses."

If you sleep in a cold room,
you are more likely to
have a bad dream...

• Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-Line! • Friendly Staff!

—YOUR TICKET-*
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!

WINTHROP &SCIMMIT TERRACE
FALCONS vs. MIAMI (OH)

TOHIBHT
7pm AMDEHSDM AHEKA

BGSU looks to continue Its reign atop the conference standings
with a win over the MAC East Division rival Redhawksl

£jf I77WITICIET | HSIFALCDMSXflK
KHE i

rustiTin;

snrai

meijer

.COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008
Kitchen Cabinets w/built

in Dishwasher, and microwaves
STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. Hours: M thru Th. 8-6, Fri 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun 12-3
419-352-9135
winIrirop@gerdenich.com
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARVMI

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available • All & All. lust a Really Nice Place to Live!!!
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for the first time in 20 years.
While they were thwarted
in their attempt at history back
in November due to a loss to
Northern Michigan, the Falcons
did collect landmark victories
this weekend.
The season sweep against a conference opponent is the Falcons'
first since 1994-95 when they did it
against Ohio State.
Freshman goalie Nick Eno,
who collected both victories this
weekend, was not even born
when BG last won all four reguENOCH m IH( BG NEWS
lar season games against WMU
in 1988-89. The soft-spoken Eno IT'S BEEN AWHILE: Beloie taking two games trom Western Michigan over the weekend.
faced 55 total shots in the two BG hadn't managed a season sweep over a CCHA opponent since the 1994-95 season
wins, but didn't have much to
On the first Saturday night in
say about stopping the first 35 of to the barrage that the Falcons
subjected Kuhn to— 77 total with November against the Broncos,
those in Friday's victory.
"I thought I played good 31 ofthosecomingin the two third Schmidt took a pass from Todd
Mcllrath and fired it past Kuhn
tonight," Eno said. "I'd say it was periods alone.
Once Kuhn was taken out of the for the winning goal at 3:45 in the
just like any other game I've
played this season. Individually, net in Friday's game, BG put two overtime period.
This time he did it much sooner,
it was probably one of the better more shots on goal.
games I've played."
Whitmore capped his third but in the same manner, at 1:20
Though that may be true, BG's hat-trick of the season at 19:11 of into overtime on passes from
youngest player knows that his the third, and Brandon Svendsen Sexton and Mcllrath.
"For us to continue to make
winning percentage would not joined the empty net festivities 30
strides, we need to be able to
be where it is (third in the con- seconds later for the 4-1 win.
"1 was going through a skid there close out a series like this." coach
ference behind goalies from top
dogs Michigan and Miami) with- for a while, but you have to con- I'aluch said. "Todd made a great
out a little help from some very centrate on the little things, con- play at the end there finding
trol the things you can control." an Schmidty backdoor for the goal.
talented scorers.
astute Whitmore said Friday. "1 It was a tremendous play to win a
"Tri-captain Derek Whitmore.
The name and phrase have just wanted to control how hard hockey game.
been repeated over and over this I worked. I knew sooner or later 1
season, and while "Whitty" went was going to get myself out of that
Central Collegiate
through somewhat of a mid-sea- rut. This also wouldn't be possible
son scoring drought, he has re- without the help of my linemates
Hockey Association
emerged in top offensive form the Todd Mcllrath and Dan Sexton."
Spoken like a true captaia
last two weekends.
conference standings
At least one of those linemates
With the exception of Friday's 41 win, Whitmore lias scored a goal assisted Whitmore on three of
Michigan 22-2
in each of the past three games his four weekend tallies, with
Miami: 15 3
— two in the Soo, and one this past the empty net goal being the
Michigan State 12-2-2
exception. Because of this, both
Saturday in Kalamazoo.
Notre Dam*: 11-6-1
Nebraska-Omaha: 8-9-3
Whitmore and Sexton earned
About Friday's Game
Bowling Graen: 9-7
CC1IA player of the week honors
Ferris State: 7 8-1
The Falcons' leading point pro- as the top forward and freshman,
Northern Michigan: 7-11
ducer opened the scoring at 10:28 respectively.
Alaska: 5-10-3
Then there was Saturday.
of the first period when he popped
Ohio State: 3-12-1
If defenseman Kevin Schmidt
the puck over goalie lerry Kuhn's
Lake Superior: 1-12-3
shoulder into the top right pan could play all his games
Western Michigan 2-14
of the net. Three minutes into on Saturday nights against
the third, Whitmore struck again Western Michigan University
when he gently pushed the puck he would probably lead the
BG on the season
across the goal line and behind a nation in scoring.
Overall record: 12-10
As it is. he now ranks fifth in the
sprawling Kuhn.
Michigan's on top
If Eno's 53 saves on the weekend nation in points by a defenseman,
Overall record. 22-2
seems impressive, compare that partly due to his late game heroics.

The Falcons usually steady
defense was also nowhere to be
seen on this night. BG gave up
80 points and allowed the Zips to
shoot 48 percent from the field.
BG just was never able to get a
handle on Quade Milum—who
scored 22 points off the bench.
Milum also added a team-high
eight rebounds and made 10 of
11 of his shots.
This performance was totally
unexpected out of the senior
reserve. Milum's last game
against Ohio was filled with a
whole host of zeroes in the statistical columns—he played 16
minutes and did not record a
single stat.
"Last game I had a horrible
game." Milum said. "|l| just went
out and tried not to have a game
like last game."
"I thought Milum's energy was
great," Orr said.
Milum was just one of the
13 Akron players who scored a
point on this night. The only Zip
who played and did not record a
point was Tim Carroll.
Akron's depth was a factor
throughout the first half for the
Falcons. The Zips had the ability
to just keep rotating fresh bodies into the game whereas the
Fa Irons only played eight.
"You can't really worry about
lAkron's depth]—it's a reality in
terms of productivity," Orr said.
"We're trying to find a consistency
like a team like Akron has."
One bright spot may have been
the play of Cameron Madlock
late in the game. Madlock had
six points and seven rebounds in
about ten minutes of action.
The freshman
out of
Wisconsin had only seen four
minutes of game-action all season prior to this game.
"We need more depth—we
need to play all of scholarship
guys," Orr said speaking of
Madlock. "Some of our guys
have been inconsistent, so I got to
give Cam an opportunity to play
through his mistakes."
The Falcons will next be
in action tomorrow as they
host the Miami Red Hawks at
Anderson Arena.

GYM
From Page 7
bars, recording a team score
of 47.125, their worst event of
the evening.
The Falcons continued their
hot streak in the next rotation
as they recorded a 48.225 team
score on the bars. On the bars,
BG was lead by Guy and freshman Michelle Luchini. who
both scored above a9.7 during
their routines.
Following the first two rotations BG held a lead 96.47595.6. However, Eastern would
push back in the next two rotations including the balance
beam in which BG stumbled
on one week earlier.
Despite their previous struggles on the beam, BG proved
they could compete, recording a 47.5, a 1.4 point improvement from a week ago. On the
beam BG received some much
needed help from freshman
Abby Ashley who recorded a
9.65 and Guy with a 9.725.
"Abby Ashley, she missed
both routines last week, and
this week she went out on
beam and floor and got us
started and did a great job."
Beach said.
Eastern did not go away easily though as on the floor the
Eagles led by Zu Vuong scored
higher than the Falcons had in
any event 4a 275.
On the final rotation the
Eagles recorded a 47.65 on
the beam while the Falcons
recorded a 47.975 on the floor.
On the floor BG was lead by
Meg Satterlee with a 9.775 and
Ashley who recorded a 9.625.
Individually, the Falcons
won the Bars (Guy), the floor
(Satterlee) and tied for the
vault (Guy) victory. In the
overall competition Guy took
the competition with a 38.375
and Balzer tied for second
with a 38.05.
The 3.1-point improvement
from last week proved BG as
a legitimate competitor in the
MAC this season and look to
continue next week as they
head east to face off against
MIT, Brown, and West Chester
at Providence, Rhode Island.
"I think it's huge lo be able
to walk out here get the win
tonight, it just shows that we
are going to be force to be reckoned with this year, we can
win the MAC just as much as
any other team," Beach said.

1

we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all.
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unfurnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Private Shuttle
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PUMPED UP: Akron point guard Nick Dials shows lits approval during the Zips 80-44 win
over BG Sunday night. The loss dropped the Falcons to 2-2 in MAC play.

"You can't really worry about
[Akron's depth]—it's a reality in terms
of productivity. We're trying to find a
consistency like a team like Akron has."
Louis Orr | BG coach
Mid-American Conference standings-men's
basketball (overall records)
East Division
Akron: 14-3
Kent State.: 14-4
Ohio: 11-6
Bowling Green: 7-9
Miami: 7-9
Buffalo: 6-10

West Division
W. Michigan: 9-8
C. Michigan:
E. Michigan: 6-10
Toledo: 5-11
Ball State: 3-13
N. Illinois: 4-12

WORLD
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al-Qaida questioners not getting any answers
By

LM

Kuth

"When will we see the men of

The Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt —
Sympathizers submitted
hundreds of questions to
al-Qaida deputy leader
Ayman al/.awahri's "online interview" before a
recent deadline. Among
them: Why hasn't al-Qaida
attacked the U.S. again,
why isn't it attacking the
Israelis and when will it be
more active in Egypt. Saudi
Arabia and Syria?
So far, there have been no
answers.
\l i.'.ii(],i s media arm,
Al-Sahab, announced in
December that al-Zawahri
would take questions from
the public posted on Islamic
militant Web sites and
would respond "as soon as
possible."
More than 900 entries

al-Qaida waging holy war in Palestine?
Because frankly our situation
has become very bad."
"Seeking the Path" | al-Qaida questioner
— many with multiple questions — were posted on the
main Islamist Web site until
the cutoff date of Ian. 16.
After the deadline, the questions disappeared from that
site and no answers have yet
appeared.
One thing is clear from the
questions: Self-proclaimed
al-Qaida supporters are as
much in the dark about the
terror network's operations
and intentions as Western
analysts and intelligence
agencies.
Some of those posting

questions sound worried:
Does al-Qaida have a longterm strategy?
One, allegedly a former
Arab al-Qaida fighter in Iraq,
complained about Iraqi fighters discriminating against
non-Iraqi mujahedeen.
Others wanted advice:
Should followers be focusing their jihad, or holy war,
against Arab regimes, or
against Americans?
Like many in the West,
the questioners appear
uncertain whether alQaida's central leadership

directly controls the multiple, small militant groups
around the Mideast that
work in its name, or whether those groups operate on
their own.
lournalists also were invited to send questions and a
few of the entries are labeled
with the names of European
and Asian newspapers. Diaa
Raahwan, an Egyptian security expert in Cairo, also
suggested some questions
were probably submitted by
intelligence agents looking
for clues to al-Qaida's thinking, but there was no way to
verify that.
The vast majority of questioners, identified only by
their computer usernames,
appear to be supporters of
al-Qaida or the jihadi cause,
often expressing praise for
"our beloved sheik" and "the
lion of jihad, Sheik Osama."

Many appear frustrated
that al-Qaida is not doing
more.
"When we will see the men
of al-Qaida waging holy war
in Palestine? Because frankly our situation has become
very bad," writes one, with
the username "Seeking the
Path." "As for al-Qaida in
Saudi Arabia," he asks, "are
there efforts to revive jihadi
action there after the blows
that hurt us?"
Another, signed "Osama
the Lion," asks: "Why
doesn't al-Qaida open a
front in Egypt, where there
are wide opportunities and
fertile ground for drawing
in mujahedeen?"
Another, called "Knight of
Islam," asks, "We are awaiting a strike against American
soil. Why has that not been
done? Why are the lews in
the world not struck?"

2008 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Legacy Celebration...

"Leadership By Action and Not By Design"

Myrtte Evers-WUliams Speaks!

Wednesday
January 23,2008
7:30 PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Bo wling Green State University

Saudi
women
granted
rights to
live alone
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (API
— Women in Saudi Arabia
can now stay in a hotel or a
furnished apartment without
a male guardian, according
to a government decision that
comes as the country faces
increasing criticism for its
severe restrictions on women.
The daily Al-Watan, which is
deemed close to the Saudi government, reported yesterday
that the ministry issued a circular to hotels asking them to
accept lone women — as long
as their information is sent to a
local police station.
The decision was adopted
after a study conducted by the
Interior Ministry, the Supreme
Commission of Tourism and
the religious police authority
known as the Commission for
the Propagation of Virtue and
the Prevention of Vice.
Saudi women, under strict
Islamic law, suffer severe restrictions on daily life: They are not
allowed to be anywhere with an
unrelated man, cannot drive,
appear before a judge without
a male representative, or travel
abroad without a male guardian's permission.
The paper interviewed some
Saudi women who complained
that they had been severely
inconvenienced by the rules
banning them from staying in
the hotels alone.
It quoted a woman identified
as saying that she once arrived
late at night at King Fahd airport
on an internal flight and was
denied a hotel room because she
was alone.
Another woman, Fatima
Ibrahim, said her son-in-law
quarreled with his wife and
daughters and threw them out
of the house. When they tried
to get a hotel room, they were
asked to get a permission from
the police.
Saudi Arabia has come under
intense international criticism,
including from its ally, the U.S.,
especially over its treatment of
women in the kingdom's legal
system. King Abdullah pardoned
a rape victim last month after
her case sparked international
outcry because she had been
sentenced to lashes and jail time
for being in a car with a a man
who was not her relative.
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Super Bowl
campaigning
Presidential campaign managers
consider ads during the game
By Jim Kuhnhenn
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Super Bowl
vs. Super Tuesday.
How can Hillary vs. Barack or
John vs. Min vs. Rudy vs. Mike get
any attention when the national
spotlight is on Tom vs. Eli?
How about a presidential
"vote for me" ad during the Feb.
3 Super Bowl?T he notion of such
a high-impact political commercial just before two dozen states
vote has crossed some media
advisers' minds. But chances
seem pretty slim.
A 30-second ad during the
Super Bowl is going for as much
as $3 million. In an age of ultratargeted media strategies, there
are other ways for a political
campaign to spend $3 million than on a commercial that
would compete with some of
the best spots Madison Avenue
can produce.
Super Bowl aside, the number of states in play Feb. 5 and
the unsettled state of the race
two weeks in advance pose a
political advertising challenge
unseen before.
"It's a long way to go in a very
short time." said political ad
analyst Evan Tracey. "It feels like
bold move time."
Four Super Tuesday states are
home to huge numbers of fans of
the Super Bowl New York Giants
and New England Patriots: New
York, New lersey, Connecticut
and Massachusetts.

Other states holding contests
on Feb. 5 include California.
Illinois and Georgia, expensive
media markets all. Overall,
1,678 Democratic delegates
and 1,038 Republican delegates
are at stake, a hefty portion of
the 2,025 needed to win the
Democratic nomination and
1,191 required to become the
Republican nominee.
Democrats Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Barack Obama must
first concentrate on Saturday's
South Carolina primary. But as
the two best financed candidates
in the presidential field, they are
already spending on television
commercials in Feb. 5 states.
Both have ads in northern
California, where there is a
high concentration of early voting. Obama is also airing ads in
Arizona — concentrating in the
early voting center of Phoenix
— and in Missouri, New Mexico
and Connecticut.
Democrats assign their delegates to the candidates proportionally, depending on the percentage of the vote they receive
in each state. That makes it
advisable to compete in as many
states as possible.
"It's a semi-national primary,
it's 22 states," Obama campaign
manager David Plouffe said last
week. "We're going to try and
put as many of those as we can
into the Obama column. And
we're going to try and get as
many delegates as we can on
that day."

Obama clears up rumors of
Muslim affiliation
By N.dra PickUr
The Associated Press
COLUMBIA, s.c. - Barack
Obama is stepping up his effort
to correct the misconception
that he's a Muslim now that the
presidential campaign has hit
the Bible Belt.
At a rally to kick off a weeklong campaign for the South
Carolina primary, Obama tried
to set the record straight from
an attack circulating widely on
the Internet that is designed
to play into prejudices against
Muslims and fears of terrorism.
"I've been to the same
church — the same Christian
church — for almost 20 years,"
Obama said, stressing the word
Christian and drawing cheers
from the faithful in reply. "1
was sworn in with my hand on
the family Bible. Whenever I'm
in the United States Senate, I
pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America.
So if you get some silly e-mail
... send it back to whoever sent
it and tell them this is all crazy.

"I've been to the same
church - the same
Christian church - for
almost 20 years."
Barack Obama | Senator
Educate."
Obama is referring to a
debunked chain e-mail circulating widely on the Internet
that suggests he is hiding his
Islamic roots and may be a terrorist in disguise. It says he was
sworn into the Senate on the
Quran and turns his back on
the flag during the pledge.
There are some truths in the
e-mail's details. Obama's middle name is Hussein. His father
and stepfather were Muslim.
And he spent part of his childhood in Indonesia, a largely
Muslim country. But he attended secularand Catholic schools,
not a radical madrassa.
His campaign has been
pushing back against the false
rumors all year.
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Clinton supporters organize ear
for Ohio presidentia primary
COLUMBUS (AP) — With
no clear frontrunner so far
emerging in the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination, supporters of Hillary
Clinton's campaign have started organizing in Ohio ahead of
the March 4 primary.
Because so many state parties moved up their primary to
Feb. 5, most election watchers
in Ohio had thought that nominees for both parties would
be as good as chosen before
Democrats and Republicans
here had a chance to vote.
Then Ohio could resume
its role as a difference-maker
in the general election in
November, which in 2004
handed President Bush the
electoral votes he needed for a
second term.
Clinton and Barack Obama
go into South Carolina with the

nomination picture still clouded. If the tight race between
the two continues for at least
a few weeks, waiting until the
day after Super Tuesday to start
forming an Ohio operation
here would be a risky move,
said Clinton's Ohio delegate
coordinator. lames Ruvolo.
"If we wait until Feb. 6 to get
organized, and it does matter, we're In trouble," Ruvolo,
the former Ohio Democratic
Party chairman, told more
than 300 supporters at a
union hall on Saturday. "So
we're not waiting."
Gov. Ted Strickland, a
Clinton supporter, also spoke
at the rally before leaving for
South Carolina to campaign
for Clinton ahead of that state's
primary, to be held Saturday.
He urged supporters to help
Clinton in other states through

'

Florida
By Liz Sidoli
The Associated Press •

| Vo>."

MIAMI — The Republican presidential race turned to Florida
on Sunday, ever more chaotic
and contentious as four candidates began a 10-day sprint
to win the state and momentum heading into the de facto
national primary next month.
A fifth candidate, Fred
Thompson, weighed the
future of his bid after a disapLYNNE SLADKY
pointing third-place finish in
South Carolina.
EARLY VOTING: A sign in English. Spanish and Creole hangs at a polling station at Miami's City Hall where early voting began Jan 14
With Florida next in the nomination fight, Rudy Giuliani and
Mitt Romney wasted no time have diat same fervor and that
"Everybody knows how I was part of the
same understanding."
angling for the upper-hand.
McCain opposed President
They heaped criticism on lohn
Reagan Revolution where we had tax cuts
McCain, the Arizona senator Bush's tax cuts in 2001 and 2003
coming off hard-fought New but now says he would supwhen, frankly, Mayor Guiliani was supporting a
port making them permanent
Hampshire and South Carolina
because
doing
otherwise
would
victories, hours before he arrived
Democrat for governor [of New York]."
amount to a tax increase.
in Miami.
Nevertheless, McCain told
"lohn voted against the
"Everybody
knows
Bush tax cuts, I think on both CNN:
in the governmental sector" and.
occasions, and sided with the how I was pan of the Reagan as a consummate Washington
Democrats," Giuliani, the former Revolution where we had tax cuts insider and himself, a former thus, doesn't necessarily under
stand how the economy works.
New York mayor, said in a tele- when, frankly. Mayor Giuliani one-term Massachusetts goverAnd so it began.
vision interview. He has yet to was supporting a Democrat for nor, as just the outsider able to
Recent
polls
showed
win a contest and has staked his governor for the state of New fix Washington.
"I le has been in Washington
candidacy on a win in Florida York." Giuliani once broke from
McCain, Giuliani, Romnej and
Mike Huckabee, the former
on Ian. 29, and was sharpening his party to endorse Democratic all of his career, And I don't think
you're going to see change in Arkansas governor who won
his criticism of his rivals as the New York Gov. Mario Cuomo.
the Iowa caucuses, bunched
At a news conference, McCain Washington by somebody who's
campaign came to him.
together in the light for the
been such a part of it all of these
At a rally in New Port Richey. also chided Giuliani for his 0lead in Florida.
Giuliani assailed McCain for (i record, saying: "If someone years." Romney said before also
never running a government. hasn't run a primary. I can assailing McCains votes against
Overall, the race for the GOP
nomination is remarkably wide
"When you have that executive understand why they would the Bush tax cuts.
open, so much so thai the pros
A former venture capitalist.
experience, you have to make attack the front-runner."
peel of a protracted contest has
decisions and decisions have
Romney, buoyed by wins Romney also look issue with
consequences," he said. "Some in Nevada. Michigan and Giuliani, saving "he's spent his appeared mote likely as each
stall'has voted.
of my opponents maybe don't Wyoming, portrayed McCain life working in the public sec tor.
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"I'm figuring it just might
come to Ohio," said former
U.S. Sen. Mike DeWine of
Cedarville, who was chairman
of John McCain's 2000 presi-

and a second cousin to Mike
DeWine, agreed.
T think Republican candidates have a presence In Ohio.
but thej are spending time
where they need to be spend
i ng ii. on I he primaries bet ween
now and March I," he said.
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phone calls and fund raising.
But Strickland said he still
thinks it'slikely the Democratic
primary will be over after Super
Tuesday, when Democrats vote
in 22 states.
"If the contest is still alive at
the time of the Ohio primary,
I hope Ohio is the state that
clinches the deal." he said.
The other campaigns are

dential campaign in Ohio and
has been helping to organize
an Ohio campaign for McCain
this year.
"I've been on the phone
talking to people all over the
state." he said. "We've got no
meeting planned, but we're
very involved putting things
together. The reality is that
until the show moves to
Ohio alter Feb. ">. you're not
going to see the candidates
campaigning here.''
Rep. Kevin DeWine of
Falrbom, deputy chairman

Republican

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

Preferred
PmpertiesCo.

Hillary
Clinton
Candidate for
Democrat
nomination
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Newlove Rentals
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• 734 Elm St. -$785
•210 Liberty - $775
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Inquiring juveniles to be
registered as sex offenders
CI.EVULANIXAP)—Advocates
lor juveniles who have committed sex crimes are challenging a new state law that
increases the length of time
convicted sex offenders must
register their names and
addresses with law enforcement agencies.
The law, which went into
effect Ian. I, changes the number of classifications for sex
offenders from eight to three,
increasing the number of felons considered sexual predators and requiring those considered the worst to register
for life.
But advocates say juveniles
have low recidivism rates
and should not be required
to register, at times meaning
their photos will be posted
on the Internet.
About 2,500 young people
could be affected by the rcclassification system, said Amy
Borror, spokeswoman for the
Ohio public defender's office.
The office has asked judges to grant temporary orders
lo keep juveniles being held
by the Ohio Department of
Youth Services from having
their information placed on

The BG NewH
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisement thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
■gaiUM any individual or group on
the basil ol rice, m. COUM, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the hasis ol any other
legally protected Hatut,

Wanted
Sublsr. needed May-Aug 1 bdrm apt
Can be furnished S College
S360 per month 740-816-4980

For Sale

New lull size queen pillowtop mattress set still In plastic. Can deliver
$125,419-707-2954
Queen size Eurotop matlress set.
Never used, in original wrapper w/
warranty
&
frame.
S300.
419-707-2954

Summer in Maine
Males and Females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
teacti your tavoriie activity.
•Tennis

'Swim

"Canoe

"Sail

•Water Ski

"Kayak

•Gymnastics

'Archery

'Silver Jewelry

'Rocks

•English Riding

"Ropes

"This is a little bit of a political football that
nobody wants to appear soft on crime, but
it's going to be hard to include juveniles."
one youngster from
placed on a registry.

Requiring juveniles to
register could cause young
people a host of problems,
including preventing foster or
adoptive parents from taking
them in because they don't
want their addresses listed
on sex offender registries,
said Ken Boris, who oversees the sex abuse unit at the
Cuyahoga County Children
and Family Services.
"This is a little bit of a political football that nobody wants
to appear soft on crime, but
it's going to be hard to include
juveniles," he said.
Any lifetime penalty could
deter a young person from getting treatment or reforming,
Boris said. And the law may
discourage sex offenders from
making guilty pleas, requiring
more young sex abuse victims
to testify at trials, he said.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
CAMP CANADENSIS, a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
of PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors, Athletic, Waterfront. Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists. Join our
statt from around the U.S. and
abroad and have the experience of a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance. Internships encouraged.
We will be on campus Friday, February 15. To schedule a meeting or
for more info,
call toll-free 800-832-8228.
visit www.canadensis.com or
email info@canadensis.com.

Desk Clerk Needed 2-4 nighls/week,
4pm-12pm. Please come to Buckeye
Inn at 1740 E Wooster to apply
419-352-1520

Play costumes, educational characters for pre-school. grade school children.
Fun
part-time
job.
1-800-838-6960

HELP WANTED: PART TIME
TECHNICAL WRITER. Fast growing
fool & equipment distributor needs
part time technical writer. 20-25
hours per week. Candidate will be
required to construct a manual that
explains assembly & operation ol
products lo the consumer. Duties include researching competition &
learning the functions of a specific
product. Excellent writing skills a
must. Experience with power tools
and/or Illustrator. Photoshop. Quark,
Word & Excel is a plus. Submit resume to: Clark Power Products, Perrysburg, OH. Email:
resumes@clarkeusa.com. No phone
calls please

■Basketball

•Pottery
'Office

•And More!
June to August. Residential.

'
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5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
35
39
40
41

Electronic journal
Grapevine support
Pretentiously creative
Exercise discipline
Pass along
Pineapple center
Was brutally honest
Supplement, with out
Harvest grain
Sister's daughter
Groucho or Harpo
Accompanies
Rebellion at sea
Joyous hymn
Press
Pigeonholes
Hot shot
Presented one's case
Building add-on
No-bramer
Curved paths

'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34

ACROSS

Eight bits unit
Facial expression
Goggle at
Meander
Circulation conduit
Take five
Radar image
Acorn dropper
Salinger grain
Procrastinator's
lack
Crew member
Leaflet handout
Favorable
responses
Persia, today
If there is a need
Take offense
Solid ground
Adam's third
Track meet
distance
Asian range
Hard work
_ de Leon
Chorus numbers
Electricity line
Old Peruvian
Gusto

YMCA Child Care Group Leaders
Spring & Summer positions avail.
Hrs: 7-9am, 11-1, 3-6pm. days may
vary. Please contact Sara 419-2519622 or sperna@ymcatoledo.org
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Military blockade
Forewarning
Salesmen's spiels
Bluelin or yellowfln
Pseudonym
Kissable girl?
Professional charge
Came right to the point
Bassoon accessory
Reserves in advance
Profound
Wraps up
Restless
Avoid reality
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES
BUY A FULL ORDER,
GET A HALF ORDER FREE
2 - 10 -PM
DINE IN OR PICK UP

t rmte needed for sublease Now
until Aug. $360 mo. * util. Great
house on Crim St! 419-929-4929

Duplex. 2 lg bdrm lor sublease
Avail, now until the end of school
year Seeking 1 or 2 people, $300
mo Contact 330-554-4109.

125 8 232 Crim Lg., 3 bdrm houses
AC.WD. off si pkg Avail May & Aug
08. 12 mo lease $1100 mo plus util

248-755-9686.

■ 2 bedrm. furnished, start at $510
704 5th St
• 1 bedrm turn , suitable for grad
students 601 3rd St
• 2 bedrm unfurn Heat paid Nice (
quiet 710 7th St.
• Lovely large home on Lehman
352-3445 day or evening.
"08-09 S.Y. Now Renting
CARTYRENTALSCOM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm

227 N. Prospect. Triplex 1, 2 or 5
bdrm. apts. avail. Parking inc. Available Summer 08. 419-308-2676
3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High,
Small Pels Okay 419-308-3525
3/4 bedrm. house, avail, mid May.
$850 per month. Palmer Ave.
Ph.419-934-0128.

FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm. apt Close to BGSU.
419-601-3225
House & Apartments
School year Lease
419-409-1110
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
wwwbgaparlments.com

854 8th St 1 bdrm.. full kitchen, lots
of parking. $410 mo & elec. No pels.
9 & 12 mo. lease (419)392-3354

Brand new 3 bdrm Duplex
2 baths, laundry DW
847 2nd St $945 * util
12 mo lease starts May 1 st
419-352-8917

One bdrm apt
Nice closets, close to campus
230 N Enterprise D $390 * util
Short term lease starts Feb 1 st
419 352-8917
One month tree rent w/leaie. 3
bedrm., 2 bath condo W/D, garage
$1,100 + utilities, email
judyjac@bgsu.edu

^fc THE
/V TANNING
fl m CENTER

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• ON€ TIM* PURCHASE ■

1 Week Free
2 VISITS FOR $500
OnaStanoan) • OnaPiwraum

32 Rooms Ruailable!!
at the Alpha Xi Delta House
the big Sororitij House on
____
"" Thurstin Avenue near McDonald Hall ""

Use your package at any ol our locations
■«• THE HEAT
904 E Woosler
419-352-3588

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CAL«. FOR OETAILSCf*xM cam retgumH • 3 month minimum

5 beds. 1 booth
closest lo campus

ur 1411M

«• SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 bads, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available

LOTIONS
25% Off

k»7HE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl needed

We row nta toll

TanningCenterBG.com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts., Buff
Apts, Ridge Manor

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT

Student Housing

VMBITV IQIMM
MurTMtfm

i

N

■■B GITSYlANt
| PITCO

Hours:
Mini hi 9am 5pm
Saturday9am l|im

H

1

For Rent

•Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

445E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
4l'M'i,>.0717
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For Rent

*29S.OO/mo.p£o.

Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
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Personals

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

Also ask about our rental rates at

V

V

1

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

419.353. 7200

Cowe. wee-t: -the Jutt&s

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 3008

1

O

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

MEXICAN GRILL

m

418-352-7881

V

n

A

8pm - 10pm

www. trioDlakecamp. com

1

3

i

N

l

'Limit 6 per customer

January 22 - January 24
Tuesday - Thursday

C'A, Peti I
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leasea Aval
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(Not valid with aoy other oHnt

ia Xi Delta
Studios: trom $309
1 Bedrooms: Irom $435

A
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Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

Most frigid
Stadium level
Molten flow
Groups of trees
Mawkish
In a fresh way
Army chaplain
Green card holder
Befell
Carpet anchors
Windsor, e.g.
Gratis
Utopian spot
Lay eyes on
Wharton School
deg.
56 Charged atom
57 Peculiar

ANSWERS
42
43
45
48
49
50
51
54
58
59
60
61
62
63

For Rent
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hinng servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

36
37
38
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
55

$1 Tacos All Day Tuesday

SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for slow pitch Softball in BG.
Earn $20 per game Contact:
jtreeger@woh.rr.com tor info.
The BG Language Institute needs
households to provide room & board
, 3 meals a day & daily transp. to &
from BGSU campus tor international
students Hosting will be compensated by Institute. New students arrive each month
Email: bglihomestay08@yahoo.com

MEXICAN CRIll

TACO TUESDAY!

Part-time nanny needed in Findlay
OH Willing to work around school
schedule. Early childhood exp.. first
aid, CPR cert preferred Call Laurie
419-367-6606 to schedule interview

Apply online.

1-800-997-4347

■

■'

PAMPERED CHEF SALES CONSULTANT needed in BG. Flexible
hours. Great Pay. Email:

Enjoy our website.

TRIPP LAKE CAMP lor Gills:

I

■

■

being

(*dcb<ft>

brought to you by

■

"Copper Enameing "Art
■Field Hockey

The Daily Crossword Fix

Ken, Boris | Cuyahoga County Children and Family Services

Internet registries. The office
also offers to help locked up
youth file motions seeking to
prevent reclassifications.
She said some counties
say registration is a civil
penalty, not a criminal one,
and are refusing to appoint
lawyers for those fighting
reclassification.
"It's a mess," Borror said.
"Not only are different counties doing different things
but different judges in the
same county are doing different things."
Hundreds of letters have
been sent to government
offices by child advocates
and others to express concerns about the law.
In some cases, judges are
listening to the arguments.
Cuyahoga County Juvenile
Judge Kristin Sweeney, for
example, granted a temporary order preventing at least

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

meccabg.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 li*
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